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The Great Hiatus (Before Andrew Young)
There has been a decade-long hiatus in the relationship between blacks and. Jews.
There were routine contacts at the highest levels, 'and ongoing friendships, but
not the earl ier depth of communal relationships. The reasons included the separatist
mood in the black community; and the in-growing preoccupations of_the Jewish
community, centered around Israel's new problems.
(
But there seemed to be relative peace between the two communities. There were thirdworld sparks from the black community, especially during the early part of the hiatus
period; and ·there were occasional sparks on the legal front with respect to quota
questions. But many people expected things to fal I back into place eventually.
The Hiatus Disturbed (Before Andrew Young)
However, communities began to feel thE, deepening of tensions in recent months, before
the Andrew Young affair. Some meetings were being scheduled to look at these ·tensions.
These tensions seemed to center around economic confront·ation -- at the middle class
level. The earl ier confrontation of landlords and tenants, sma I I merchants and ghetto
customers was largely past. It.was now largely a middle class confl ict, which had
been foreshadowed in the schools problems of the late 1960s.
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The blacks .had entered the middle class at a great rate, trip! ing thefr proportion
the hiatus. Much of this was in publ ic I ife and administra~ion, although it
was also in private industry.
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Now, the new black middle class was very uneasy. There was inflation which threatened
their economic ~.l,lccess, and the general economic crunch which slowed down and
threate~ed jobs and advancement.
There were a variety of episodes: school districts
displacing personnel, other publ ic agencies doing the same, sharper competition
for feder'al grants, sharper competition for'entrepreneurs, college faculty, professional training, etc.
.
. It became apparent in some places, that the disturbed black middle class was often,
singl ing out the Jews in these situations. The quantity and role of the Jews in
these situations were, of course, highly exaggerated -- but they did tend to be
highly visible.
The "quota question" became symbol ic for all these middle class concerns -- and the
visibi I ity of the Jews in these matters intensified the "singl ing out." But behind
that symbol ic issue were real situations of economic confl ict, as perceived by many
middle class blacks. And many of these blacks also were the spokesmen for the
ghetto poor.
The CI imax (After Andrew Young)
Discussions with blacks in many communities, after the Young resignation, led to the
conclusion that veri few black middle class local lEaders, much less the underpr i v i Ieged, were very concerned a bout the PLO; or: the Mi dd Ie Ea st s i tuat ion in genera I .
(~or ver-y taken with the abstract arguments about the loss of oi I affecting black jobs.)

2.
They were concerned about Andrew Young, as a symbol. And for many of them. the
circumstances of his resignation now served as
symbol of how the Jews generally
block the advancement of upwardly-mobile blacks. It fit and released the di.saffections that had been brewing before. It is significant that at local discussions, the first item laid on the table by black participants was sti I I the "quota
issue," symbol ic of their economic concerns.
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The Significance
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There are now two tendencies werking in the black community: the old economic issue,
engineered by. middle class disaffect.ion; and thE: "third-world" impulse which has been
revived by.Andrew Yo~ng and the SCLC.
The danger is that these two tendencies w·i II become melded. It is possible that they
can become melded, because· it.may be useful for some black pol iticals, because Andrew
Young has been thrust into such a symbol ic position, because so many of the black
middle class were exposed to third world ideology during the 1960s.
The danger· is two-fold: 1) that Israel's cause ~i I I suffer substantially. The
Black Congressional Caucus's support of Israel has been almost the margin of victory
on some foreign aid votes. But there are also some white metropol itan Congressmen
subject to black pol itical mood; 2) that such a melding of the two tendencies provides the classic basis for ideological anti-semitism in America. The "third world"
fdeology has always had a basic set against the Jews as well as against Israel (e.g.:
if we are engaged in a "class" war in this country, rather than <ylything else,
then the Jews are seen as in the wrong class). If this ideology is systematically
attached to the disaffections of the black middle class, who are also spokesmen for
the. black disadvantaged -- and attached further to the best interests of a section
of America's el ite, the Arabists and even the oil companies -- then we hav~ someth.igg
dangerous ..
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It is cert~inly riot assured that this wi II happen. There are black leaders who want
to pull b'ack from it; there are black leaders who have a pol itical investment in the
Jewish community. But it would be pollyanna to accept the current statements of
some of those black leaders that the only reasons for such tension now is that "good
friends fight harder than enemies." The potential danger, for Israel and for American jewry, is greater than that.
The Strategy
Some suggest that we declare war on the blacks, or at least their leadership. After
al I, they are a minority. That would be a disastrous course for Israel, and for the
American Jewish community .. ~ve need black support on both counts; and we don't need
to help unify an anti-semitic ideological force in America.
.
.
Others suggest that we pull back on some of our positions (e.g., quotas), and make
friends again. But we won't make friends thc,t way (e.g., the quota issue is only
a symbol ie' issue. And that kind Df weakness and backing-off from principle never
works) .

3.
There is an over-arching significance that has ~ome to a head, for our general
consideration. The danger to Israel and to American Jewry and to democratic life,
in today's world, comes from the ideological left, not from the right. The "left"
in this case is a vague enough category but includes the hard-core left as wei I
as that I iberal segment which .is drenched with third~world ideology.
(Some of the pieces fall together: the PLO as a "left" mechanism, rather than just
a Palestinian agency -- appearing as such in Japan, Germany, Iranz Nicaragua, etc.
And the PLO as the center-piece of the "left" in America-- and watch the campuses
th is year. )
However, whi Ie this is a consideration to constantly ponder, it does not lead us to
a general rapprochement with whatever "right" we can find, on a range of issues. In
this case, the enemy of our enemy is not necessari Iy our friend.
The center is where we belong., and what we have to streng"then. We stiU have a stake
in the economic advancement of the black population in America. We still have a
stake in having the blacks in the anti-bigotry, anti-repression circle with us. Our
problem I'li II be the tendenc.y of the black population to be attracted to "left" influences in their aspifations. Our challenge is to try to keep a significant black
segment attracted to centrist movements as much as possible; and to maintain a
centr.ist movement which is attractive in those terms, and effective.
In sum, we wou I d seem to have the fo I low i ng i mmed i ate act ion i mperat i ves:
I) To engage ourselves in more systematic communication with the black community.
We have just not talked enough during the hiatus. For example, they don't
understand our stance with respect to Israel. We don't understand the significance of affirmative action to them. (And they don't quite understand
our: position on that; I'm not sure lJe do anymore.)
That kinQof communication wi II not solve the problems. Indeed, it might
create some prob Iems, as "understand i ng each other" somet i mes does. But
we cannot any longer afford benign neglect with respect to such communications,
in the hope that everything wi I I somehow go away. If we don't have too
high expectations, and if we do it carefully, such discussion can be somewhat prophylactic.
"Doing it carefull yll means such obvious things as avoiding mass meetings, or
too much formal ization. But at the very least, such discussions should be
held to discharge our responsibi I ity to hammer on the nature and danger of
ideological anti-semitism as a common enemy (e.q., the "singl ing-out" phenomenon, whether·~ppl ied to quota opposition and the J~ws, 6r the Andrew Young
resolution, or South Africa and Israel, or whatever). And after defining the
I ine, we have to make it clear that it is the I ine which we wi I I not tolerate
anyone crcssing. (The next step to clarify· is how the. PLO fits into that line.)
2) To proceed forthrightly on our centrist agenda for social progress, in or out
of ad hoc al I iances with the blacks.
3) Within that context, to pay more specific attention to the underlying causes
of those situ~tions in which middle class intergroup confro~tations are taking
place (e.g., the constriction of educationa~ institutions; the static nature
of medical training institutions). .
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4) To intensify our generaZ efforts to clarify the real nature of the PLO to the
p~bl ic, black and white.

5) To provide some. more orientation on all of this to the Jewish community -so that we ?Ire not in the position of just flai 1 ing ar.ound for the purpose
of const i tuency-grat i'f i cat ion.
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